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Abst ract  
The layered manufacture of sheet (surface) parts is considered for processes that use support structure. In par- 
ticular, for surfaces with closed slices and solids whose interiors are unimportant, a new method for construction 
that reduces the need for "traditional" support structure, hence reducing wasted material and decreasing build 
time, is proposed. This method selectively thickens the surface's walls and is a natural compliment to adaptive 
slicing. Instructive xamples are provided. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1. In t roduct ion  
Layered manufacturing is a method of fabrication where objects are constructed layer by layer. This 
method offers a significant reduction in prototyping time compared to conventional manufacturing 
techniques, and remains fast even when building geometrically complex objects. On the software side, 
many issues in layered manufacturing depend on computational geometry, e.g., build time, surface 
quality, nozzle path, etc. Such issues and related literature, in the context of process planning for 
layered manufacturing, are surveyed in [11]. 
Although many different processes are available for layered manufacturing, see [3-6], we are primar- 
ily concerned with those processes that might require the use of support structure during the object's 
formation. Stereolithography as found in 3D Systems' machines and material deposition processes as 
found in machine made by Stratasys are two examples of processes that make use of support structure. 
For more on support structure, see [1]. 
Support structures and their effective use is an important problem in layered manufacturing. Since 
these have to be physically/manually removed from the finished part, time and material is wasted. 
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Some (commercial) machines have employed novel techniques to facilitate support structure material 
identification and removal, e.g., using different materials--mechanical/thermal properties and color-- 
than the build material. This strategy also requires hardware modifications uch as dual heads to 
deposit he different materials. 
The ability to build a hollow box/sphere, directly, has often been cited as a novel and distinguishing 
feature of layered manufacturing. However, the removal of trapped support material is the caveat. To 
the best of our knowledge, the techniques to reduce support structures in layered manufactured parts 
have not been investigated, in the literature, thus far. Support structures can be in the inside (for hollow 
objects) or the outside (for hollow and solid objects). The latter has often been included as a criterion 
in the part orientation determination [1]. The focus of this paper is on how to avoid using support 
structures in the inside, thereby saving material and reducing build time. We propose achieving this by 
selectively thickening the surface's walls. Note, to distinguish between support structure in the usual 
sense and that formed by thickening a surface's walls, we refer to the former as "traditional" support 
structure. Traditional support structure is discussed more in Sections 1.2 and 1.3. 
Even greater savings are possible when wall thickness control is used with adaptive slicing. Also, 
by employing the techniques presented here, a designer will be able to specify one measure of part 
strength. 
For general surfaces, we apply our methods only to those regions that benefit from these techniques. 
Further, for solids whose exact interior specification is unimportant, he methods presented here are 
immediately applicable by thinking of the solid as a closed (hollow) surface. In these two cases, a 
hybrid approach that uses both traditional support structure and thickened walls is employed. Even 
here, a significant savings is still possible. 
Fig. 1 contains a classification of surfaces, with a given orientation and build direction, that we 
consider in this paper. Although the methods developed work for every surface type, we focus our 
attention first on surfaces of revolution built in the direction of the axis of rotation. Considering these 
objects is instructive, since here the analysis is greatly simplified. In the later sections, we generalize to 
arbitrary surfaces that have closed slices (CS). These surfaces include as a subset all closed surfaces, 
which can be thought of as the boundaries of solids. Therefore, the domain of the algorithm is large 
and of practical value. 
Surfaces with CS have a natural inside and outside. The algorithms presented in this paper always 
thicken walls toward the surface's inside, so the need for internal traditional support structures may be 
r 
' Arbitrary Surfaces with a Given Build 
Direction 
Surfaces with CS 
Closed Surfaces 
Surfaces of Revolution (Boundaries of Solids), 
(Axis is parallel to build direction) 
Fig. 1. A classification of surfaces with a given build direction. 
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reduced. The necessity of external traditional support structure remains unchanged by the application 
of these algorithms. 
1.1. Overview 
Section 1 continues by defining the Wall Constructibility Property (WCP) and what it means for 
a surface to have closed slices (CS). This section concludes with an example of a hemisphere built 
using "traditional" support structure. 
In Section 2, we prove that any surface with WCP can be built without external support by thickening 
its walls. An algorithm for determining the required wall thickness is presented, and an example of a 
hemisphere build using the algorithm is considered. Note, in Sections 2-4, the analysis concentrates 
on the domain of surfaces of revolution. 
We generalize the problem of constructing parts with WCP and no traditional support structure to 
include adaptively sliced parts and adaptively sliced parts with a minimum specified part strength in 
Section 3. Again an algorithm and examples are given. 
Section 4 shows how the techniques developed in the preceding sections extend to objects that do 
not possess WCP. In these cases, a hybrid approach using thickened walls and tradition supports must 
be employed. A surface of revolution example demonstrates the methods used in this section. 
In Section 5, we show how to perform the calculations in the algorithms of the previous ections 
on arbitrary surfaces with CS. 
A strategy of progressively removing addition material from a surface with thickened walls is 
presented in Section 6. 
Section 7 describes the implementation f the main algorithm and discusses the physical model of 
one of the examples that was built on a Stratasys 3D Modeler layered manufacturing machine. 
Finally, Section 8 contains our conclusions. 
1.2. Setup 
Suppose auser would like to build a sheet object S using a material deposition layered manufacturing 
process. For each point p E S, let Ns(p)  be the outward pointing normal to S at p. Let u be the 
build direction and suppose S's orientation is fixed with respect o u. Both Ns(p) and u are unit 
vectors. The surfaces we consider in this paper have closed slices (CS) with respect o a given build 
direction u. Closed slices are defined next. 
Definition 1 (Closed slices). Given a surface S and build direction u, S has the closed slices if and 
only if given any plane P with normal u, S N P is the union of (possibly empty) closed curves. 
Note, an open surface may or may not have CS depending on its orientation. However, a closed 
surface will always have CS. 
The surfaces that we consider first will have the Wall Constructibility Property (WCP) defined 
below. 
Definition 2 (Wall Constructibility Property). Given a surface S and build direction u, S has the Wall 
Constructibility Property if S can be and is oriented so that Vp E S, Ns(p)  • u ~ O. 
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Given a surface S, we refer to the manufactured part as LM(S) and the/th layer of LM(S) as Li. 
Note, for surfaces with CS, each layer Li has outer side that is to be built accurately and an inner 
side which is, for us, unimportant. (Of course, it is conceivable that the inside of each slice is the 
important side, although we do not pursue this idea farther here.) Definition 2 says that the surface's 
outer side can be safely thought of as the upper side. For a surface S with WCP and CS, all the 
traditional support structure required to build S lies below the surface and on the interior of each Li. 
Examples of parts with WCP include molds and dies. 
When discussing over-hang in the context of layered manufacturing, two meanings come to mind: 
(1) the over-hang between layers, and 
(2) the structural or global over-hang of the object as it is constructed. 
In this paper, we are primarily concerned with the first meaning, and so, we define the over-hang Aoi 
between Li and Li-1 is the maximum of the minimum distances from each point p on the bottom of 
Li to a point on the top of L~_ 1. Note, the bottom of Li and the top of Li-1 lie in the same plane. 
Further suppose the deposition process has the following characteristics. The maximum distance 
that one layer can over-hang the layer directly below without requiring support is AOmax. In other 
words, AOmax is the greatest distance that material can be from material in the preceding layer without 
drooping or falling. The thickness (height) of a layer is Al and the road width is Ar. Since S is a 
surface, the nozzle path on each layer follows the intersection of S with a plane at the height of 
the given layer and offsets of this intersection, i.e., the nozzle path uses the contour pattern. So the 
thickness of LM(S)'s walls (before they are thickened) at a given layer is determined by the number 
of contours used times Ar and the thinnest possible wall is Ar. Note, the ranges of allowable values 
for Ar, A1 and Aoma× depend on the rapid prototyping machine specifications. Values chosen within 
the acceptable range affect build time and part quality. 
We remark that support structure is required at points p on S where INs(p) • ul > 1 - e for some 
small e. Since these are the points where the normal to the surface lies along the build direction, 
at these points the over-hang between layers is the greatest and often gaps around these points will 
appear in the sliced object (more on the second problem below). More generally, given a point p on 
S, the over-hang at p, Ao(p), can be estimated with the following formula: 
Ao(p) ~ AI cot 0, (1) 
where 0 = cos -1 (Ns(p). u), see Fig. 2. Note, as the slice thickness is decreased, over-hang amounts 
also decrease and the approximation i  Eq. (1) improves. Now define the minimum angle 0rain between 
the surface normal and build direction at which no support structure is required. This angle is given 
by 
0rain = tan -1 • (2) 
So at a point p 6 S, support is required if and only if Ns(p) • u >~ COS(0min). 
By "traditional" support structure, we refer to the scaffolding built along with a part in a primarily 
vertical direction. This scaffolding is used both to support large over-hangs and to keep the object 
from toppling as it is built, and is removed (with some difficulty) and discarded at build completion. 
A problem unique to the layered manufacture of thin-walled surfaces is that the surface layers may 
not overlap at points where the surface normal and build direction are nearly parallel, see Fig. 3. 
In these cases, the layers must be thickened (regardless of support echnique) to close the resulting 
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Fig. 2. Demonstrates the approximation 
Ao(p) ~ A1 cot 0. 
Fig. 3. Demonstrates the gap between layers 
where INs(p) • ul ~ 1. 
Fig. 4. A cross-section of the hemisphere LM(S) with radius 1 created with traditional support structure. Here, 
Al = 0.01, mOmax = 0.015 and Ar = 0.05. The height of the lowest layer requiring support is Zmin ~'~ 0.83. 
holes in the surface and to ensure the overlap between layers is enough for cohesion. This problem is 
discussed more in Section 2.1. 
1.3. Traditional support example 
Consider the problem of building the hemisphere S given by x 2 + y2 + z 2 = R 2, z ~> 0, using 
a material deposition process and traditional support structure. Suppose that the build direction u is 
(0, 0, 1). Since the normal to S at the point p = (x, y, z) is (x/R, y/R, z/R), we get Ns(p).  u = z/R. 
So support is required at all layers whose height is greater than Zmin given by 
Zmin = RCOS ( tan- I  ( AA--~m/ax ) ) • (3) 
Using the traditional method of support, we build a thin hemisphere with an intemal (solid) cylinder 
of support with radius v/R 2 2 - -  Zmin, see Fig. 4. Notice the large relative size of the support structure 
compared to the desired surface. Constructing these supports wastes both material and time. 
Note, support structure is (usually) built using a less dense fill pattern than the what is used for the 
object itself. Our new support scheme will also take advantage of this technique. 
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2. Problem I: constant layer thickness 
Given a surface S with WCP, we want to determine the thickness of the S's walls so that S can be 
built without raditional support structure. In other words, how do we thicken the walls of S (as little 
as possible) so that Vi, Aoi <<, Aomax. By Theorem 3, we see that this goal is always possible. 
Recall, support structure is required uring layered manufacturing in the following two cases: 
(1) To support large over-hangs between layers. For solids, these over-hangs can only occur on faces 
with downward pointing normals, either because the angle between the surface normal and the 
build direction is small or because the face lies on a floating component. 
(2) To prevent he object from toppling as it is built. 
For more on determining when support structure is necessary, we refer the interested reader to [1]. 
Theorem 3. Let S be any surface with WCP. Then S is constructible without any traditional support 
by sufficiently thickening S's walls. 
Proof. Define B(S) to be the projection of S in direction -u  into the plane on which S rests. So 
B(S) can be thought of as a base for S. Then let Cyl(S) be the set of all points lying between S and 
B(S). Since S has WCP, Cyl(S) is a solid whose boundary has top face S, bottom face B(S), and, 
possibly, vertical side walls. Note, by thickening S's walls enough, we are always able to get the solid 
Cyl(S). We will consider building this solid. 
Note, since S has WCP, the only downward pointing normals on Cyl(S) are on its base, and so 
no support structure is required support over-hangs between layers. Further, Cyl(S) is stable at every 
stage of the construction, since the definition of B(S) ensures that the center of mass of the "growing" 
part always lies above the convex hull of its base. So no support structure is required to keep Cyl(S) 
from toppling. This completes the proof. [] 
Suppose S has WCP and CS. Then CyI(S) lies inside S U B(S), so the center of mass of S as it is 
constructed always lies above the convex hull of B(S). So S is a stable surface that will not topple 
as it is built. Therefore, none of our thickened wall algorithms for surfaces with WCP and CS need 
to supply support o prevent he surfaces from toppling. 
2.1. Algorithm for thickened walls construction 
Let S be a surface with WCR Suppose LM(S) has n layers where Ln is the top layer. With this 
setup, the algorithm for constructing S with thickened walls is as follows. 
Algorithm 1 
Input: AI, Aomax and LM(S) 
Output: thickened LM(S) 
Let i = n; 
while (i > 0) do 
begin 
Thicken Li's walls to close holes (gaps) on LM(S), to ensure Li overlaps both Li+l and Li-1; 
Measure the over-hang Aoi between layers L~ and Li-1. If Aoi > Aomax, thicken Li-l's walls 
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(as little as possible) so that this condition is false; 
i= i -1 ;  
end; 
For surfaces S with CS, each layer Li has a clearly defined inside and outside. Recall, all thickening 
occurs in the inner region of a layer. In the CS case, the first step in the while loop of Algorithm 1 
can be rephrased as: 
Thicken Li to include all points p that lie inside Li and either 
(1) lie above the outside or an edge 2 of Li-1, or 
(2) lie below the outside or an edge of Li+l. 
This thickening closes holes on LM(S). Further, by controlling the defined width of a layer's edge, 
enough overlap can be guaranteed to ensure cohesion between layers. Also, by defining L~+I and L0 
to be either empty or solid, infinite slabs of material, LM(S)'s top and bottom layers are either filled 
in or left open, respectively. Note, the inner regions of a layer and its edges do not change during 
thickening, so it is correct o use the (possibly) thickened layer Li+l and the unthickened layer Li-1 
when closing gaps on Li. 
Note, the work in this algorithm is in the while loop. It may be difficult both to measure the 
over-hang between layers, and to decide the best way to thicken a layer once the over-hang or gap 
is determined. These issues are addressed in Section 5. However, over-hang computations are greatly 
simplified for a surface of revolution built in the direction of its axis u of rotation, since each layer 
becomes a collection of concentric annuli. In this case, it is enough to calculate the over-hang at any 
point p on one of the annuli by measuring the distance between layers in the plane determined by u 
and p. Thickening the layer amounts to reducing the radius of the annulus' hole. 
Note, when thickening the annuli, a less dense fill pattern can be used on the sub-annuli that result 
from the need of support. 
2.2. Example I
Consider again the problem of building the hemisphere S given by X 2 -I- y2 + 2:2 = R2, z /> 0, 
using a material deposition process, but this time without external support structure. Notice that S 
clearly has WCE At the point (0, 0, R), the surface normal and build direction coincide, therefore we 
concentrate on this point. 
In the worst case, the final layer built Ltop in the hemisphere lies at a height R - A1. By plugging 
this height into the equation of the hemisphere, we see that a disk of radius v /2RA l  - (AI) 2 and center 
(0, 0, R - AI) must be deposited at this layer. Therefore, the wall at Ltop-1 must be thickened so that 
Ltop-I becomes an annulus with interior radius Aomax centered at (0, 0, R - 2AI). Similarly, Ltop-2 
will be an annulus with interior radius 2AOmax. Continuing in this manner, we see that Ltop-n is an 
annulus with interior radius nAOmax. This process tops when either the bottom of the hemisphere is 
reached, or the thickness of the wall is At. So LM(S) is a solid hemisphere with a (stepped) cone 
removed from its interior. Fig. 5 shows a cross-section of LM(S) after thickening its walls using the 
above algorithm. 
2 An edge on L~ is the boundary between the region inside the layer and outside. 
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Fig. 5. A cross-section of the hemisphere LM(S) from Example I with radius 1 created with thickened walls for support. 
Here, Al = 0.01, Aomax : 0.015 and Ar = 0.05. 
3. Problem II: variable layer thickness 
Geometric inaccuracies due to the stair-case ffect in layered manufacturing can be quantified by 
the cusp height between a layer and the boundary of the original surface. Since using thicker layers 
decreases the time for the build, and since the cusp height is a function of both the surface shape 
and the slice thickness, using variable slice thicknesses allows a user to maximize build speed for a 
specified part accuracy. For more on this, see [8]. 
Now we solve Problem I, but with the layer thicknesses specified to lie within some range allowing 
A1 to vary between Almi n and A/max, where the thickness of Li is Ali. The maximum over-hang 
constructible without support depends on the layer thickness (since the reduced weight of material 
deposited causes less droop, surface tension is better able to support itself, etc.), on the overlap between 
layers, and on other factors. So, in place of Aomax on Li, we use Aoi,max which varies with Ali. Further, 
since the amount of over-hang along Li depends on the thickness of Li-1, we get 
0 i ,mi  n ---- tan-1 __  (4) 
\ A°i,max j "  
So at a point p on the bottom of Li N S, support is required if and only if Ns(p) • ~ >>, cos(0i,rnin). 
Note, the algorithm to compute how surface's walls should be thickened in the variable layer 
thickness case, is exactly the same as Algorithm 1 presented in Section 2.1, except now in Step 2, we 
check that Aoi < Aoi,max. 
3.1. Example H 
Consider again the hemisphere xample as presented in Section 2.2, but this time allow layer 
thickness to vary. In particular, suppose the layer thicknesses are chosen to keep the cusp height 
constant and hence improve the quality of the constructed surface. Suppose the cusp height is the 
constant ¢, and the height of the base of layer Li is zi. Then the layer thickness of Li is given by 
Ati = V / (R  + c)2 _ (R2  - - zi. (5) 
Note, All-1 >~ All. To simplify the analysis, we assume AOi,max is constant for all i (the material 
properties do not depend on the thickness of the material deposited). Now using the same reasoning 
as before, we see that LM(S) is a solid hemisphere with a rounded cone removed, see Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. A cross-section of the hemisphere LM(S) from Example II with radius 1 with variable slice thickness chosen so that 
the cusp height is always 0.006. The other parameters are the same as in Example I, Aomax = 0.015 and Ar = 0.05. 
Note, since the cusp height and the over-hang at a layer are directly related, the thinner layers are 
also the layers at which the walls are most thickened. So less material (and time) is required for this 
build compared to that of Example I in Section 2.2. 
We refer the interested reader to [2] for more on this and the previous examples, including pictures of 
the physical models built on a Stratasys 3D Modeler using the fused deposition process. Also contained 
here is a discussion of two related goals, namely constructing parts with WCP and no traditional support 
structure with a minimum part strength, and with a maximum specified wall thickness. 
4. Extension to non-WCP surfaces and solids 
Now we consider the problem of building a surface S that does not possess WCP but still has CS. 
We will assume that the important side is always the outer side of the surface. (For a surface with 
WCP, the important side is the upper side. This characterization can no longer be made.) Our goal 
will be to minimize the use of traditional support structure by selectively thickening S's walls. This 
problem is solved by noticing that at points p, where Ns (p) • u < 0, traditional support must be used 
to support large overhangs, and at p, where Ns(p). u >~ 0, the techniques of the preceding sections 
can be applied. 
The method in these cases is to first use Algorithm 1 to support large over-hangs in those regions 
where the surface normal points up. Note, this first step may create new over-hangs in regions where 
the surface normal points down. These newly created over-hangs can be (and should be) supported by 
thickening S's walls. So as before, we thicken S's upper walls first and propagate the results downward, 
being careful only to thicken a wall in the direction away from S's important side. The second step is 
to use traditional support structure to carry any remaining large over-hangs. The remaining over-hangs 
will include all large over-hangs in regions where surface normals points down (external traditional 
support is added here) and over-hangs that could not be supported ue to restrictions on maximum 
wall thickness (requires internal traditional support structure). This algorithm is summarized below. 
Algorithm 2 
1. Apply Algorithm 1 to S making sure to thicken S's walls only in the direction away from S's 
outer side. 
2. Support any remaining large over-hangs using traditional support structure. 
Since thickened walls can only support over-hangs on the inside of a slice, the need for external 
traditional support structure remains unchanged by the application of Step 1 of Algorithm 2. 
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(A) (B) 
Fig. 7. (A) The cross section of LM(S) from Example V without thickened walls. (B) The same cross section with thickened 
walls. In both pictures, traditional support structure is required in the regions indicated by vertical ines. The parameters used 
are Al = 0.01, Aomax = 0.006 and Ar = 0.05. 
In the case of a surface S of revolution built so that the axis of revolution is parallel to the build 
direction u, S can be divided into disjoint regions Ri separated by planes perpendicular to u, where 
Vp E R~, Ns(p) always points either up or down, i.e., into regions that either have or do not have 
WCP. 
Note, Algorithm 2 is valid for every surface type; however, exact methods for computing over-hangs 
have, so far, only been described in the surfaces of revolution cases. In Section 5, we show how to 
apply Algorithm 2 to general surfaces with CS. 
4.1. Example III 
Now we consider building an artifact hat resembles a light bulb. This object is formed from CSG 
primitives (two spheres, a cone, a cylinder, and a torus) using Boolean operations. Fig. 7 shows a cross 
section of the bulb in a plane containing its axis of rotation. This figure also indicates, with vertical 
lines, the regions where traditional support structure is required in order to build the bulb. Figs. 7(A) 
and (B) show the bulb before and after its walls are thickened, respectively. Notice: 
(1) the overall savings in material when the bulb is built using thickened walls, and 
(2) that in both cases, some traditional support structure lying outside the bulb is required. 
5. Detailed algorithm for arbitrary surfaces with CS 
Now we completely specify the algorithm for thickening a surface's walls when the surface has 
CS but is no longer necessarily a surface of revolution. The crux of this problem is how to measure 
the over-hang between layers and how to thicken walls. These computations are easy in the surface 
of revolution cases, since all calculations can be done using any cross section, thereby reducing a 
3D problem to one in two dimensions. To solve the problem in general, we apply the same strategy 
we used in the surface of revolution cases, by thinking of the surface S as the union of profiles, 
where each profile is the intersection of parallel planes whose normals are perpendicular to the build 
direction. For example, when the build direction is along the z-axis, we can think of the surface as 
a collection of x-z profiles, see Fig. 8. Since we can always rotate S until u is along the z-axis, for 
the remainder of this section, we will assume u is along the z-axis, and will use x-z profiles in the 
algorithm. 
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Fig. 8. Demonstrates how S can be thought of as the union of x-z profiles. 
Note, rotating the surface about he build direction affects the output of the algorithm since different 
profiles will be used. The effects of such a rotation and the determination f an optimal set of profiles 
are not considered further here. 
5.1. General algorithm for thickened walls construction 
The algorithm presented here is similar to the more general, but less detailed Algorithm 2, in 
that both try to thicken a surface's walls starting at the uppermost layers and working down. The 
difference between these algorithms, is that now each computation is completely specified for general 
surfaces with CS, while in Algorithm 2, computing over-hangs and thickening walls is left unspecified. 
However, Algorithm 2 can be used as the basis for an algorithm to handle general surfaces that do 
not necessarily possess CS. 
In Algorithm 3, each layer is represented by a grid, where each point in the grid has one of the 
following five values: 
edge Label for a point lying on the layer's edge. The layer's edge thickness is user defined and 
controls the guaranteed overlap between layers. Material will be deposited at points labeled edge  
using the surface (dense) fill pattern. 
outs ide  Label for a point lying outside the layer. Since thickening is done on the inside of each 
slice, this classification does not change. No material is deposited at points labeled outs ide .  
ins ide  Label for a point lying inside the layer, where no material is deposited. Points classified 
ins ide  can be reclassified as so l id  or suppor t  by the algorithm. 
so l id  Label for a point where the surface (dense) fill pattern is used to deposit material. Points 
labeled ins ide  can be reclassified as so l id  by the algorithm. 
suppor t  Label for a point where a support (less dense) fill pattern is used to deposit material. Points 
labeled ins ide  can be reclassified as suppor t  in the algorithm. 
The x-length of each grid pixel equals AOmax. In this way, pixel (x, y) in Li can be supported by adding 
material in L~-I at either (x - 1, y), (x, y) or (x + 1, y). By representing layers as a grid in this way, 
the problem of measuring the over-hang between layers, along a row, is reduced to counting empty 
pixels. Note, this grid specification assumes that the maximum over-hang between layers is constant. 
By modifying the algorithm to allow varying pixels' x-lengths between layers, this limitation can be 
overcome. 
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Note, being able to determine whether or not a point lies inside or outside a layer requires that 
surface has CS. When thickening the walls of a non-CS surface, it will be important to keep track of 
the surface's unimportant side (which can no longer be thought of as the inside) so that the surface's 
walls are only thickened here. 
We are now ready to present he algorithm. Let S be a surface with CS. Suppose LM(S) has n 
layers where Ln is the top layer. With this setup, the algorithm for constructing S with thickened 
walls is as follows. 
Algorithm 3 
Input: Aomax and LM(S) 
Output: thickened LM(S) 
For i : 1, . . .  ,n, store Li in an x-y grid. Classify each point in the grid as ins ide ,  outs ide  or 
edge ,  by whether it lies inside, outside, or on an edge of Li, respectively; 
let i = n; 
while (i > 1) do 
begin 
Close any holes in LM(S) and ensure L~ overlaps with both Li+l and Li-l. More specifically, 
for each point p : (x0, Y0) in the grid, where Li(xo, Y0) = ins ide ,  reclassify p as so l id ,  if 
Li+l(xo, Yo) is either outside or edge; 
Support Li by adding material in Li-1, y-row by y-row, using the Row Support Algorithm 
described below; 
i= i -1 ;  
end; 
Then we convert he grid data into LM input data. (For example, the Stratasys 3D Modeler requires 
an SLC file, which consists of the contours around each region of material in the grid layers.) Any 
remaining large over-hangs are supported with traditional support structure (using commercial supp- 
ort generation software). 
By separating contours urrounding regions of support material and surface material, a less dense 
fill pattern can be used inside the support contours as compared with the fill pattern used in surface 
contours. 
Note, Algorithm 3 does not consider surface strength as measured by crust depth. This specification 
is handled by an additional first step, where the surface is combined with its offset by the desired shell 
thickness. The newly thickened shell is then used for the remainder of the algorithm. 
In Algorithm 3, the union of the jth rows from each layer, forms the jth x-z profile in which 
thickening occurs. The thickening of the jth row in Li for support is accomplished using the following 
algorithm. 
Algorithm 4. Row Support Algorithm 
Input: the jth rows from grids representing Li and Li+l 
Output: the jth row from the grid representing Li
Identify all pairs of points surrounding interior voids in the row. In other words find all (EL, j )  and 
(ER, j), where: 
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• EL < ER; 
• Li(EL,j) and Li(EI{,j) both equal edge;  and 
• for each EL < x < ER, Li(x, j)  = ins ide ;  
let k = 1; 
while k < s do 
begin 
Add as little support as possible between (ELk,j) and (ERk,j) to support points in Li+l, so 
that the added support is always attached to either the left or right wall. More specifically, if 
ELk < x < ERk and Li(x,j)  is reclassified as suppor t ,  then either set 
• Li(1, j) to suppor t ,  for all ELk < 1 < x; or 
• Li(r,j) to suppor t ,  for all x < r < ERk; 
k=k+l ;  
end; 
Because S has CS, each region of a row, where support can be added, is an interior region that is 
surrounded by a pair of points. Support is added in row j of Li within an interior region between 
(EL, j) and (ER, j),  if there exists a point L i+l(x, j )  that equals so l id ,  edge  or suppor t ,  where 
EL + 1 < x < ER + 1. When such a point exists, one of Li(x - 1,j), Li(x,j) or Li(x + l , j )  must 
be reclassified as suppor t .  No "islands" of support are formed, since the algorithm ensures that 
added support is always attached to the interior void's left or right wall. One way to implement this 
is described below. 
1. Let C = (EL + ER)/2 be the center of the void. 
2. Create a thread of support, if necessary, that is as short as possible from (EL,j) to a point (x, j) ,  
where EL < x < C. If support is needed, x is the maximum such that L~+I(X + 1,j) equals 
so l id ,  edge  or suppor t .  (The thread of support is created by reclassifying all points between 
Li(EL + 1,j) and Li(x, j)  as suppor t . )  
3. Similarly, create a thread of support, if necessary, that is as short as possible from a point (x, j) ,  
where C < x < ER, to (Et{,j). If support is needed, x is the minimum such that Li+l(x - 1,j) 
equals solid, edge, or support. 
Using this implementation, a single gap is necessarily opened in the middle of each void. In subse- 
quent, lower layers, this gap will widen. More efficient placement of the initial gap may be possible 
by examining the location of gaps both in the previous layer and in neighboring rows. 
Note, it is possible to grow two or more gaps in an interior void. One way to open multiple gaps 
is examined in Section 6. 
5.2. Example IV 
We now consider building a surface that is not a surfaces of revolution, namely a faceted cyclide. 
The model, which is 1.5 inches in the z-direction, is shown is two views along with the build direction 
in Fig. 9. 
Fig. 10 shows three thickened layers for the layer manufacture of the cyclide surface described 
above. The fractions in the upper right-hand comers of each box indicate the approximate position in 
the stack of layers from the bottom. The light grey areas indicate regions where walls are thickened 
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Build 
Direction 
@ 1/4 
Fig. 9. A cyclide surface. Fig. 10. Several thickened layers from the cyclide surface. 
Build 
Direction 3/4 ~1/2  0114 
Fig. 11. An STL model of a human 
head. 
Fig. 12. Several thickened layers from the head surface. 
for support. To generate these layers, we use the following parameters (all in inches): A1 = 0.01, 
Aomax ---- 0 .005,  and edge thickness equal to 0.05. 
5.3. Example V 
Fig. 11 shows a binary STL file 3 of a human head 4 scaled to 1 inch. Thickened layers at positions 
3/4, 1/2 and 1/4 from the bottom are shown in Fig. 12. These layers are generated with the following 
parameters (all in inches): A1 ---- 0.01, Aomax ~- 0.005, and edge thickness equal to 0.02. 
Note, traditional external support structure is required to build both this and the cyclide model from 
Example IV. The cyclide requires external traditional support on its lower half, and the head requires 
external support under the eye sockets, nose, ears and chin. 
6. On multiple gaps 
As previously mentioned, it is possible to allow more than one gap to form inside each closed slice. 
Allowing multiple gaps further educes the amount of material necessary to build a surface. In this 
section, we describe one simple way this reduction can be accomplished. 
Algorithm 3 takes as input a surface So, and outputs a solid To that is the original surface with 
thickened walls. The boundary of To is itself a surface $1, that can again be used as input to Al- 
gorithm 3, yielding T1. Repeating this process opens additional gaps. Let vol(T) be the volume of 
the solid T. Then note, vol(T/) ~> vol(Ti+l), since, from Ti, additional gaps in Ti+l may have been 
opened, and no outer walls have been changed. This process will produce progressively better esults, 
3 For more on the STL file format, as well as a discussion of other LM file formats, see [9]. 
4 The binary STL file SSTRHEAD.stl can be down-loaded by Stratasys customers at the Stratasys ite www.stratasys.com, 
along with a number of other interesting models. 
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Fig. 13. A slice from the cyclide model after 1, 2, 4 and 6 iterations. 
i.e., will open more gaps, until vol(Ti) ~ vol(Ti+l ). The iteration is especially effective when large 
flat areas must be supported. 
This method was applied to the cyclide surface from Example IV. Fig. 13 shows a single layer from 
the cyclide after 1, 2, 4 and 6 applications of the algorithm. Note, since the cyclide has no large flat 
areas, the new gaps closely follow the initial gap, and thereby, reduce their own effectiveness. Rather 
than simply starting new gaps on the middle of each void, it is possible to delay the start of new 
gaps until subsequent layers, and/or alter the position of where the new gaps are started in a layer to 
achieve greater material reduction. This is the subject of on-going work. 
7. Implementation and builds 
A suite of software tools to assist in layered manufacturing related tasks is currently under de- 
velopment in the University of Michigan CAD/CAM Laboratory. These tools include modules for 
variable slicing, nozzle path planning, part orientation, constructing CAD models from slice data, 
etc., see [1,7,8,10,12]. The software that thickens a surface's walls for support is a part of that suite. 
The program is written in JAVA. It takes as input an STL file, and outputs a stack of image data 
(representing the layers of the thickened surface). The image data is readable by SolidBuilder [12], a 
program available at the CAD/CAM Laboratory, which converts the image data to an SLC file. 
In Fig. 14, pictures of the upper half of the faceted cyclide surface from Example IV in Section 5 
are shown. On the left is shown the interior of the cyclide, where the thickened walls can be seen. 
On the right, the same object is turned to show the outer geometry of the cyclide surface. This model 
was built in about 7.7 hours using the following parameters: a road width of 0.01 inches, a constant 
layer thickness of 0.01 inches, an edge thickness of 0.05 inches, and a maximum over-hang of 0.005 
inches. Notice that the areas of support are filled with a less dense pattern than what is used for the 
surface. 
8. Conclusions 
In this paper, we outlined algorithms for wall thickness control in the layered manufacturing of
surfaces with closed slices. These algorithms provide a designer with a previously unconsidered al- 
ternative to the generation of traditional support structure in the layered manufacture of thin-walled 
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parts. The algorithms presented in this paper enable a manufacturer to save both material and time 
when building an object compared to the methods commonly employed today. An additional benefit of 
these techniques i that the designer can specify a minimum overall strength for the constructed part. 
These results are achieved by selectively thickening the part's walls. Examples and actual physical 
prototypes demonstrating these techniques are given. Further, by thinking of solid objects as hollow, 
closed surfaces, these methods are immediately applicable to a very large class of objects. Our ongo- 
ing work involves fully analyzing the general, free-form surface cases, in which the surfaces do not 
necessarily have closed slices, e.g., sheet metal parts that are composed of smoothly joined parametric 
patches. 
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